
Thursday 14th May 2020 

Good morning Indigo Class, 

Thank you for sending me all of your work yesterday. It is wonderful to see all of your hard 

work. 
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P.E. with Joe Wicks – a 30 minute session at 9.00am.   
https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1  

Make sure that you are dressed appropriately and have eaten breakfast! 

Virtual Sussex Specsaver School Games 

It would be wonderful if could all join in the virtual games.  

This week, you'll be tackling some football challenges. Complete all four challenges and 

log your top scores. Remember, if you don’t have a football, you can adapt and 

improvise. There are some more suggested adaptations below, along with the rules and 

some coaching tips. 

Practice and improve, and log your best scores on www.sussexschoolgames.co.uk by 

midday 12pm on Friday 15th May. Good luck! 
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English 
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html 

   
 Your task today is to write a paragraph about the anatomy of your creature. Try to refer 
to at least 4 features, with details regarding their function. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsussexschoolgames.us19.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D7e3010e972326c6e37223b895%26id%3Da8c4dd778a%26e%3D41cf985d0f&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cd72e66fd0dfe45e49d7f08d7f5859c83%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637247826511339471&sdata=RvO9wZQFJA70DYR4RPpHSq613NPvL1BlApH3642R9nY%3D&reserved=0
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fi-shed.html
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Have a look at this description to give you some ideas. 
There are many hexapods (six legged creatures) on Pandora including a great number of 
insects. One such insect is the lumipod beetle. This beetle has six, jointed legs, which 
carry it across the ground at an impressive pace. It has a thick exoskeleton covering its 
broad abdomen and thorax, and protecting its retractable bioluminescent tail. The 
sizeable tail is almost double the length of the beetle and mimics an electric ground 
viper when seen at night. This ingenious adaptation ensures that larger predators are 
less likely to pursue the creature in the dark, due to the snake-like appearance of the 
tail. Lumipods have two compound eyes at the front of their head, which also glow with 
a bioluminescent light. Their eyes are made up of several thousand individual unit 
lenses, consequently enabling the creature to see a much wider area than the human 
eye, despite not being particularly large. Sharp, forked mandibles above the mouth allow 
the beetle to crush its food, though it also has a second set which are jagged and used 
when fighting. The banded lumipod gets its peculiar name from the black and grey 
bands around the abdomen, which are dual function: they help with camouflage but also 
secrete a toxic venom if ingested. There are around 20 species of lumipod on Pandora, 
including banded, flying and spotted. 
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Maths 
Lesson 4 - Compare and order fractions less than one. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/ 

Your task is to watch the video on White Rose Maths about comparing and ordering 
fractions. Once you have done this, then you can complete the attached work. This is 
also available on BBC Bitesize along with a couple of other videos and the answers. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znk4kmn 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/znk4kmn
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To finish your maths lesson, spend 15 minutes on Times Table Rockstars (let’s try to win 
our battle against Violet Class!) and remember to check MyMaths for work set by your 
maths group teacher as well. 
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Reading 
For this session, I would like you to spend some time reading. I have assigned you two 
books in Epic: The Invention of Hugo Cabret, which is an audiobook, and Everything 
Dolphins. 
Alternatively, you could read on BugClub, listen to a book on Audible, read a news report 
on https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround or go on to the St Mary’s Reading Room.  
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Art 
Your task today is to draw the outline of a winter tree - no leaves. In spaces between 
the branches colour in hot (red, orange, yellow) or cold (blue, green, purple) colours. 
Below the tree put in lines for hills/fields. Make that part hot/cold depending on what 
colours are above. So if you have used hot colours above, use cold below and vice versa. 
Here are some examples to help you.  

   
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround

